Life In Europe

• Cities
  – Industrial Revolution changed Europe- became more urban
    • ___________________________
  – ¾ Europeans live in a city
  – Paris and London- some of the biggest in the world
    • Milan, Madrid, and Berlin are also huge
  – Blend of ___________________________
Life in Europe

• Transportation
  – Mostly __________________________ owned- differ from country to country
  – ________________connect across Europe- like the ______________________
    • Some are high-speed- started in France- good for enviro
  – Highways- like the __________________________in Germany
  – Canals- Main-Danube Canal links ports from Black to North Sea
    • ____________________________, Netherlands
  – airports
Life in Europe

• Education and Income
  – One of the highest _______________________ in the world
    • ¾ of people complete HS
  – More education = more ___________________
    • Mostly in northern and western Europe
    • Eastern Europe still catching up after ________________ rule
    • _____________________________ (like banking)
  – Income varies in a country- southern Italy is poorer than northern- industry has been slow bc of land
Life in Europe

• Leisure
  – Common to have _____________________ of vacation per year
  – Recreation in ______________________
    • Ice hockey and skiing began in ______________ 5k years ago
    • Hiking, biking, swimming in summer
  – Rugby and soccer (football)
Religion and the Arts

• Religion
  – Christianity was dominant, now more ____________ (nonreligious)
    • Values still exist
  – Roman Catholics (largest %) in southern Europe, ________________ in north, Eastern Orthodox in SE Europe
  – Jewish communities have existed in cities for centuries—began in Roman times
  – Muslim numbers are increasing
  – Groups usually mix well....almost all the time
    • Northern Ireland-______________________________
    • Balkans-________________________________________
Religion and the Arts

• Arts
  – Started with ______________________________________________________
  – ___________________architecture in Middle Ages
  – Religion was important in arts
    • Middle Ages- holy and heroic subjects for writing, composers wrote hymns, ___________used in east
  – Renaissance- some art more realistic- ________________and Michaelangelo; ______________________and Cervantes
  – 16/1700s- opera and symphony
  – 1800s- ___________________________-tried to stir emotions
  – Late 1800s- ________________________________
  – 1900- abstract and modern movement